Know Sextortion Facts Digital Blackmail
protection of vulnerable people in the digital world - some facts about abuse… abuse can happen to
anyone regardless of gender, age, ability, race or culture. the vulnerable are most likely to be abused by
someone they know & trust (e.g. a parent, carer, professional or volunteer)) some facts about abuse… people
very rarely exaggerate abuse –we should always act upon our concerns or a disclosure. we all have a dutyto
safeguard the vulnerable ... assessing, preventing, and addressing digital abuse - assessing, preventing,
and addressing digital abuse request for proposals proposal deadline: may 7, 2015, by 11:59 pm pt program
goals 1. to document the prevalence and severity of various forms of digital abuse. 2. to understand and
support digital abuse prevention strategies. 3. to contribute constructively to the digital abuse policy debate.
4. to provide resources to organizations that ... cyber misbehavior - justice - sextortion, and revenge porn.
the terms can be confusing. when someone refers to “cyberharassment,” is the terms can be confusing. when
someone refers to “cyberharassment,” is new national commitment required: the changing nature of
... - tise on digital evidence and presented 5ndings at our conference from a recent perf-rand corporation
research project on digital evidence. senior research assistant sarah mostyn organized data and designed visucyber crime awareness - u3asites - laura cowie cyber protect officer –digital capabilities unit serious and
organised crime branch @dc_cyberprotect cyber crime awareness from the trenches - sans - how do you
know when you are hacked? ... • “facts” are very fluid - so rushing public statements can result in a number of
bad outcomes for a company communications imperative #1: the early bird doesn’t always catch the worm
edelman in action • engaged by major health insurer in q1 2015 to provide communications support in
response to a cyberattack that compromised the financial and ... new national commitment required: the
changing nature of ... - sidebar: sextortion: a new type of computer-related crime ... tise on digital evidence
and presented findings at our conference from a recent perf-rand corporation research project on digital
evidence. senior research assistant sarah mostyn organized data and designed visu - als for the meeting, and
masterfully managed conference logistics, a signifi-cant undertaking for a meeting of this size ... child dignity
in the digital world - catholic-ew - 1. world congress . child dignity in the digital world . address: pope
francis . 6 october 2017 . your eminences, president of the senate, madame minister,
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